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Abstract
We introduce a discriminative approach to vocabulary indepen-
dent term frequency estimation. Using two separate corpora and
recognition systems, we show that our model can perform sig-
nificantly better than a previously established generative model
at this task.
Index Terms: speech retrieval, generalized additive model,
ranked utterance retrieval, information retrieval

1. Introduction
The goal of spoken document retrieval (SDR) is to help users
find speech audio to satisfy an information need. As in its plain-
text counterpart, the goal is to find topically relevant documents.
This work has been ongoing for many years now and in some
controlled domains (e.g., broadcast news) SDR is considered a
“solved problem” [2].

But many interesting domains don’t exhibit the relatively
small vocabulary, consistent speaking style, or clean channel
conditions characteristic of broadcast news. While broadcast
news can usually be satisfactorily modeled with today’s large
vocabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR) systems,
new domains typically require extensive annotation and costly
meta-data creation for satisfactory recognition performance.

The problem of rare words is especially important. Be-
cause LVCSR systems have closed vocabulary sets, the rarest
and therefore most informative words often cannot be recog-
nized. Recent work in the related task of spoken term detection
(STD) is motivated in part by this problem of out-of-vocabulary
(OOV) terms [1]. In STD, the goal is to find the occurrence of
particular terms (one or more consecutive words) in a large col-
lection of audio. Note however that STD significantly differs
from the problem of ad hoc SDR, in several important ways.
Foremost, STD systems do not attempt to find topically rele-
vant speech documents, only particular occurrences of terms.
In contrast, the goal of SDR is to find documents containing the
right collection of terms.

While vocabulary independent SDR and STD systems have
been developed (e.g., using subword units [5, 15, 6]), these sys-
tems cannot naturally be combined with LVCSR hypotheses.
In particular, because STD systems have primarily been eval-
uated as detection systems, they tend to speak the language of
log odds or occurrence confidence rather than simple term oc-
currence frequency—the building block of nearly all plain-text
information retrieval systems. Consequently, to use these OOV
hypotheses for retrieval, typically a hard threshold is imposed,
above which the term is added to the index [3]. To utilize these
hypotheses in a more natural way, and to bring the full brunt of
plain-text retrieval techniques to bear on SDR, we’d like both
our LVCSR and STD systems to accurately and directly esti-
mate the frequency of terms in speech documents.

In this work, we focus on the vocabulary independent com-
ponent of this problem. Our goal is to estimate the term fre-
quency of arbitrary query terms and to build representations of
speech documents (term frequency vectors) that are as close as
possible to the true documents. This paper makes several con-
tributions to this task. First, in Section 2 we propose a new dis-
criminative estimator for term frequency, using simple features
extracted from phonetic lattices. Second, in Section 3 we con-
sider a new evaluation framework for assessing term frequency
estimation. In particular, we consider measures comparing the
true term frequencies for an entire speech document to our esti-
mates. This is motivated by an emphasis on complete document
representation fidelity, rather than detecting particular term oc-
currences. Third, we show in Section 4 that our new model can
significantly improve upon a previously established estimator
built using a generative framework. We demonstrate these gains
using two separate corpora and speech recognition systems. In
Section 5 we conclude and outline future work.

2. Term Frequency Estimation
2.1. Generative TF Estimation

A phone lattice is a directed acyclic graph which compactly rep-
resents multiple hypotheses from a speech recognition system
and their associated probabilities. Given a lattice L containing
many paths � (i.e., � ∈ L), the expected number of occurrences
for phone n-gram q1, . . . , qn over all paths is

EPL [C(q1, . . . , qn)] =
X
�∈L

PL(�) C�(q1, . . . , qn). (1)

Here, C�(q1, . . . , qn) denotes the number of times phone n-
gram q1, . . . , qn occurs in lattice path �. The posterior distribu-
tion PL(�) is defined as

PL(�) =
exp {P

α∈� S(α)}P
ν∈L exp {P

β∈ν S(β)}
,

where exp{·} denotes exponentiation, as we assume the score
S(α) for an arc α on the path is a log probability (e.g., the sum
of the acoustic and language model log probabilities). Equation
1 may be efficiently computed using a variant of the forward-
backward algorithm.

Yu et al. [15] used these expected phone sequence counts to
estimate term frequency in the following way. For a query term
Q and lattice L, the estimated term frequency btfG is computed
by summing P (Q|L) over all points in time,

btfG(Q,L) =
X
ts

P (Q|L) · P (ts at word boundary|L)

= P (Q|L) ·NL
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where NL is an estimate for the number of possible word start
times in the segment. The conditional P (Q|L) is modeled as
an order M phone level language model,

P̂ (Q|L) =
lY

i=1

P̃ (qi|qi−M+1, . . . , qi−1,L),

so that btfG(Q,L) ≈ NL · P̂ (Q|L). (2)

For this model, the probability of a query phone qj being gen-
erated, given that the phone sequence qj−M+1, . . . , qj−1 was
observed, is estimated as

P̃ (qj |qj−M+1, . . . , qj−1,L) = EPL [C(qj−M+1, . . . , qj)]

EPL [C(qj−M+1, . . . , qj−1)]
.

To estimate the term frequency btfG(Q) for an entire speech
document D, we sum over all lattices L in D,

btfG(Q) =
X
L∈D

NL · bP (Q|L).

2.2. Discriminative TF Estimation

There are several reasons why we might expect Equation 2 to
be a suboptimal estimator for term frequency in a speech doc-
ument. First, we are severely limited in how available infor-
mation may be used for prediction. We can not easily extend
the model to incorporate additional information (e.g., linguis-
tic or signal knowledge). Secondly, and the primary focus of
this work, generative models are not designed to be good dis-
criminators between responses. Consider, for example, that if
a phone is systematically misrecognized, Equation 2 will un-
derestimate the frequency of terms which contain it. By com-
parison, a discriminative model can in principle simply learn
that smaller feature values may still be predictive of the term’s
presence. Consider, we may have intuitively derived features
which we expect to be reasonable frequency predictors, pro-
vided we can learn a suitable but unknown transformation of
them. Just as a linear model might be improved by taking the
logarithm of a covariate, we’d like to transform our covariates,
but to also learn what the appropriate transformations are. A
suitable framework for this type of learning, greatly simplify-
ing the task of incorporating additional knowledge sources, is
provided by Generalized Additive Models.

Generalized Additive Models (GAMs) are a generalization
of Generalized Linear Models (GLMs), while GLMs are a gen-
eralization of the well known linear model. In a GLM, the dis-
tribution of an observed random variable Yi is related to the
linear predictor ηi through a smooth monotonic link function g,
g(μi) = ηi = Xiβ. Here, Xi is the ith row of the n × m
model matrix X (one set of observations corresponding to one
observed yi) and β is a vector of unknown parameters to be
learned from the data. If we constrain our link function g to be
the identity transformation, and assume Yi is Normal, then our
GLM reduces to a simple linear model.

Generalized additive models allow for additional model
flexibility by allowing the linear predictor to now also contain
learned smooth functions fj of the covariates xk. As in a GLM,
μi ≡ E(Yi) and Yi belongs to the exponential family. Strictly
parametric model components are still permitted, which we rep-
resent as a row of the model matrix X∗

i (with parameters θ).
GAMs may be thought of as GLMs where one or

more covariate has been transformed by a basis expansion,

f(x) =
Pq

j bj(x)βj . Given a set of q basis functions bj span-
ning a q-dimensional space of smooth transformations, we are
back to the linear problem of learning coefficients βj which
“optimally” fit the data. If we knew the appropriate transfor-
mation of our covariates (say the logarithm), we could simply
apply it ourselves. GAMs allow us to learn these transforma-
tions from the data, when we expect some transformation to be
useful but don’t know it’s form a priori. In this work, we repre-
sent our smooths as thin plate regression splines [12].

We take as our basic feature φ(Qn,L), the average ex-
pected count of a query’s phone n-grams in lattice L. That
is, we use Equation 1 to compute the expected number of oc-
currences of a query’s subsequences in the lattice, then average
this count over all n-grams of the same length.

φ(Qn,L) = 1

|Qn|
X

q∈Qn

EPL [C(q)].

This is motivated by our desire to extract features which are
independent of the phonetic length of a query word (so that
we may construct length-independent models), and because we
expect the distribution of expected counts for a query’s phone
subsequences to be a strong predictor of term occurrence. The
mean is simply one statistic we may consider on this distribu-
tion. We may, for example, also consider the minimum ex-
pected count, min.counts(Qn) = minq∈Qn EPL [C(q)].

In addition to continuous valued features, we may also ex-
pect some benefit from discrete factor variables. Factors can be
thought of as “learned intercepts” for different subsets of the re-
sponse. In this work, we use this as a small-dimensional way to
mitigate false alarms, although they could also be used to learn
about channel, source, or other discrete features. For example,
we might construct a simple model yi = αi + εi, where

αi =

j
a if φ(Q1,L) ≤ τ
b otherwise

The intuition is that we may want to penalize lattices if their
average expected count of phone unigrams is particularly small.
One strategy is to choose τ to give an equal miss and false alarm
probability on our training data, i.e., an Equal Error Rate (EER).
Alternatively, we may choose τ such that we let in the same
proportion of utterances as the true proportion from training.
We call this thresholding P -cut.

The complete form of our new term frequency model is then

E(tfi) = β0 + btfG(Q,L)| {z }
offset

+αi + λi + δi + γi| {z }
factors

(3)

+ f1(φ(Q3,L)) + f2(φ(Q4,L)) + f3(φ(Q5,L))| {z }
smooth terms

where tf ∼ Gaussian, and the model factors correspond to
the presence or absence of φ(Q1,L) and min.count(Q1), us-
ing both EER and P -cut thresholding. At runtime, this model
is applied to produce our discriminative estimate of term fre-
quency btfD(Q,L) for each term Q in lattice L. As be-
fore, to compute term frequency for the entire speech doc-
ument, we sum the estimates from each component lattice,btfD(Q) =

P
L∈D

btfD(Q,L).
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Figure 1: Three learned smooth functions for the generalized
additive model in Equation 3. Shaded regions denote ±2 S.E.

3. Experiments
3.1. Speech Corpora

3.1.1. English CallHome Experiments

Our first dataset is a collection of 20 fully transcribed conversa-
tions from the English CallHome Corpus, available through the
Linguistic Data Consortium. We ignore stop words, giving us
2218 unique terms for evaluation in these conversations.

Phonetic lattices for each utterance in these conversations
were produced using HTK [13]. Acoustic models were learned
using HTK’s embedded training functionality. Prior to train-
ing, word-based transcriptions are converted to phonemes using
a lexicon and rule-based transliterator (RBT) [9]. The HMM
models are then trained as left-context dependent phones and
have three states, each with 17 Gaussian mixtures. Phonetic lat-
tices are produced using an alternative Viterbi implementation
called the Token Passing Model [14] contained within HTK. In
these experiments, we fixed the number of tokens at 3. The
system obtained a PER of 57.6%.

3.1.2. MALACH Experiments

Our second collection is a set of oral history interviews from
the MALACH collection, which has been previously used for
SDR evaluations using one-best word level transcripts [7]. The
collection is dominated by heavily accented, emotional, elderly
and spontaneous conversational speech, and is thus consider-
ably more challenging for LVCSR than English CallHome. We
use 17 conversations from the collection.

A principle advantage of the MALACH collection is that a
set of information retrieval topics and exhaustive relevance as-
sessments have been produced, covering roughly 600 hours of
speech. While we do not use those topics here because of our
focus on OOV terms and because we don’t have ground truth
transcripts for the entire SDR collection, we’d like to know how
well our term frequency estimation performs on similar (fully
transcribed test) data, before we attempt to combine our OOV
estimates with those from LVCSR. Accordingly, for this cor-
pus we focus on rare words, considering those terms occurring
between 2 and 10 times in the 200 hour training set. We ig-
nore singletons to minimize quantization effects in our evalua-
tion measure. This gives us a set of 628 query words.

We were graciously permitted to use BBN Technologies’
speech recognition system [8, 4] to produce our phonetic lattices
for the MALACH experiments. We selected the one side of the
audio having largest RMS amplitude for training and decoding.
This channel was down-sampled to 8kHz and segmented us-
ing an available broadcast news segmenter. Because we did not
have a pronunciation dictionary which covered the transcribed
audio, we automatically generated pronunciations for roughly
14k words using a rule-based transliterator and the CMU lexi-
con. Using 200 hours of transcribed audio, we trained acous-
tic models as described in [8]. We used only the pronounced

training transcripts for language model training. For decoding,
we ran a fast (approximately 1 times real time) system, as de-
scribed in [4]. Testing on a small held out set of 4.3 hours, our
word level system (not used in this study) had a WER of 32.4%,
while the phone level recognizer had a PER of 60%. These are
the first phonetic recognition results or OOV experiments re-
ported using MALACH data.

3.2. Evaluation Measures

Because our goal is to accurately estimate term frequencies for
entire speech documents, measures typically used in STD eval-
uation (e.g., FOM, F1, ATWV [1]) are not appropriate. In-
stead, we may desire to directly measure the similarity between
the estimated and true term frequencies for our speech docu-
ments. We consider two such measures. First, for terms Q in
vocabulary V , we may compute the mean squared error (MSE),
MSE = 1

|V|
P

Q∈V(tf(Q) − btf(Q))2. Secondly, we may
compute the normalized inner product of the true (tf ) and es-
timated ( btf ) document vectors, cos(θ) = tf · btf

|tf || btf | . This is mo-
tivated by the common practice of vector space modeling for
documents in information retrieval applications.

To evaluate our performance on rare words in the
MALACH corpus, we must consider a different measure. This
is because MSE and cos(θ) are dominated by common terms.
An appropriate commonly used measure for ranked utterance
retrieval is Mean Average Precision (MAP) [6]. Average pre-
cision (AP) is the average of the precision values obtained af-
ter each document relevant to a particular query is retrieved.
To assess the effectiveness of a system across multiple queries,
Mean Average Precision is defined as the arithmetic mean of
per-query average precision, MAP = 1

n

P
n APn. This is

preferable to standard STD measures (which require pinpoint-
ing a term’s location, information not used in most retrieval
techniques). From this perspective, our task may be thought of
as a trivial, if unrealistic, information retrieval problem (where
a query is expressed as a single term and an utterance is “rele-
vant” if it contains the term).

3.3. Procedure

Using Equation 1, we compute the expected count of all phone
n-gram sequences, n ≤ 5. This functionality is currently sup-
ported by the SRI language modeling toolkit [10]. These ex-
pected phone n-gram counts are then inserted into an inverted
index to ensure fast lookup.

We train our discriminative model using leave-one-out
cross validation (leaving out conversations) and, for each fold,
randomly sample just .05 of the examples. We found that we
could sufficiently estimate our model parameters using only
these few examples. Figure 1 shows estimates for the smooths
from Equation 3 for one validation fold. For the generative
baseline, we set M = 5 which gave good performance in pre-
vious work [15]. We used the R package mgcv [11].

4. Results
Experimental results for CallHome are shown in Table 1, aver-
aging each evaluation measure over all test conversations. Re-
sults are reported using nested variants of Equation 3. We see
that the simplest discriminative model considered significantly
outperforms the generative baseline, and that additional model
components further improve performance (and all combinations
are better than individual components alone). All improvements

2189



Model MSE cos(θ)

Baseline ( btfG(Q)) 0.297 0.423
Offset only 0.282 0.421

Smooth terms only 0.279 0.485
Smooths+Offset 0.248 0.511

Factors+Smooths+Offset 0.242 0.534

Table 1: Experimental results averaged over all test CallHome
conversations.
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Figure 2: Difference in absolute term frequency estimation er-
ror, Δ, for terms occurring once in utterances from one test con-
versation.

are statistically significant (α = 0.01), under a Fisher sign test,
comparing estimation methods for each conversation’s term fre-
quency vector.

For the MALACH experiments, we found a statistically sig-
nificant improvement in MAP, with a relative gain of 51.7%
(from 0.143 to 0.217 absolute) by using the best factor model
from our CallHome experiment. As we did not do any model
development specific to the MALACH data, this suggests the
model form is robust to some variations in domain and speech
recognition system. Further, corpus specific, development may
offer even greater improvements. Focusing on rare query terms
in the MALACH data, we do not report MSE and cos(θ).

Figure 2 may suggest why the discriminative approach is
more accurately estimating term frequency. Looking at just one
CallHome conversation’s utterances, for each term Q occurring
once in an utterance, Figure 2 shows the difference in absolute
error between the generative and discriminative estimate, Δ =

| btfG(Q,L)− tf(Q,L)| − | btfD(Q,L)− tf(Q,L)|. Bars are
grouped by the number of phones n occurring in the term and
then sorted by Δ. We see that, while there are fewer terms
with more phones, the distribution of Δ becomes increasingly
peaked as n increases. This suggests that the generative model
tends to increasingly underestimate term frequency as n grows,
most likely because of the high error associated with phonetic
recognition. This is somewhat counter-intuitive, because the
prevailing wisdom is that words with more phones are easier to
detect. While this may be true if our task is only to sort and
threshold a list of putative term occurrences, estimating term
frequency is subtly different. In the generative framework, error
from the phonetic recognition is compounded as each additional
phone is generated. In comparison, the discriminative model
can simply learn that even small feature values (produced by
errorful recognition) may be predictive of a term’s presence.

5. Conclusion
To apply most plain-text information retrieval techniques to
spoken documents, we first need good estimators of term fre-
quency. In a complete system, we’ll want to produce these es-

timates using both the more accurate hypotheses from LVCSR
and those from a vocabulary independent system. In this paper,
we focused on the vocabulary independent component of this
problem. Using features extracted from phonetic lattices, we in-
troduced a discriminative model for term frequency estimation.
We compared our approach to a previously established gener-
ative system and found we could produce significantly better
estimates of a document’s term frequency vector. This evalua-
tion framework was itself novel, in that we focused on complete
document representations with high fidelity, rather than tradi-
tional STD measures which aren’t well motivated for ad hoc
information retrieval tasks. In a second evaluation using an ad-
ditional corpus and speech recognition system, we showed that
this approach also can significantly improve performance under
the commonly used ranked utterance retrieval measure, MAP.

Several important questions remain. Foremost, we hope to
investigate the extent to which the improvements we’ve mea-
sured transfer to the complete, ad hoc, speech retrieval problem,
e.g., utilizing both LVCSR and vocabulary independent term
frequency estimates. Secondly, we’d like to explore the extent
to which our discriminative framework allows us to incorporate
additional term occurrence predictors (perhaps derived from lin-
guistic, channel, or signal knowledge). We hope this paper will
provide a solid foundation for this future work.
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